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1 – Introduction 

 
This document is a guide to creation and use of the integration between Dapresy Pro and the Gavagai 

platform. It does not cover creation of models or projects in Gavagai. To use this integration, you will 

need to have an account with Gavagai. Please contact Gavagai to facilitate this: http://gavagai.se/ 

The integration between Dapresy Pro and Gavagai enables machine learning based text analysis on open 

ended comments which can be visualized in Dapresy Pro. 

If you would like to know more about this integration, please contact Dapresy Global Support at: 

support@dapresy.com and they will be able to assist you. 

Best Regards, 

Dapresy Team 

 

Email:  support@dapresy.com 
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2 Process 
Below you see an overview of the process for setting up the connections between Dapresy Pro and 

Gavagai.  

 Create a project in Gavagai and setup the model to be used for text analyzes 

o One project per open ended comment to be analyzed needs to be created. If multiple 

languages are available create one Gavagai project per open ended comment and 

language combination 

 Create a project in Dapresy Pro 

o Create an “External data service” job in the project. You have to create one job per 

Gavagai project 

o The jobs can now be run manually on selected data batches and/or run automatically 

when new data is imported via the Import scheduler 

When running the External data service job the following main steps are done: 

 Data (open ended comments) is exported from Dapresy  

 All previous imported data is deleted in the Gavagai project 

 New data is imported to the Gavagai project 

 The open-ended comments are analyzed in Gavagai 

 Analyzed data is exported from Gavagai 

 The analyzed data is transposed into a stacked data format 

 The stacked data is imported to Dapresy Pro as a new Stacked data batch 

 The newly imported data batch is activated automatically. 

In the following chapters you find more details about how to setup the projects in Gavagai and the 

External data service jobs in Dapresy Pro. 
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3 Gavagai  
When creating and managing the project in Gavagai there are a few things you need to be aware of: 

 The needed file format in the initial data import to the Gavagai project 

 The Topic names, what happens if the name is changed? 

 Which Topics are exported from Gavagai? 

 How Grouped Topics are handled  

 Sentiment data is exported per Topic  and not per comment 

Read more about the points above in the following chapters. 

 

3.1 File format in initial upload 

When creating a project in Gavagai the initial data file you import shall contain the following 3 columns 

only, the order of the columns needs to be followed as well. 

 BatchID  

 RespondentID 

 OpenText 

Here we see an example of a data file to be imported to Gavagai for setting up the project. The BatchID 

column shall be empty. The RespondentID column will include the respondent ids and the Open text will 

include the comment to be analyzed. 

 

3.2 Topic names  

A Topic does not have any special identifier in the Gavagai database so when a topic is imported to 

Dapresy Pro the Topics are imported as “strings” which are recoded to a categorical variable during the 

automatic import. Due to that you will have to update the topic name in both Gavagai and in Dapresy 

Pro in case of having the need for updating a Topic name. If you miss to change name in Dapresy Pro you 

will end up in a situation like below: 

http://www.dapresy.com/
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Example: In Gavagai you have the topics Rooms, Restaurant, Bar, Reception and Car Parking. The Topic 

Rooms is changed to Room in Gavagai only so in Dapresy Pro you end up with the following topics: 

 Rooms 

 Restaurant 

 Bar 

 Reception 

 Car Parking 

 Room 

If this situation occurs you can use the data recoding function so all data in the Rooms answer options is 

recoded into Room and then you can Inactivate Rooms so it does not show up in any report user 

interfaces.  

 

3.3 Only pinned topics are imported to Dapresy Pro  

In Gavagai a Topic can be pinned or not pinned.  Only the pinned Topics are imported to Dapresy Pro, 

this gives you control over the topics imported.  

 

3.4 Groups are not imported to Dapresy Pro 

If you have been creating Groups of Topics in Gavagai these will not be imported to Dapresy Pro. It is 

only the topics and the relevant sentiment data that becomes imported. 

If a Group is pinned all the topics in this group are imported to Dapresy Pro. 

If you want to view the result of a group of Topics these Groups can be created as Grouped answer or by 

computing new variables in Dapresy Pro. 

 

3.5 Sentiment data 

In Gavagai you can either get a Sentiment result for the whole comment or a Sentiment result for each 

topic. In the integration between Dapresy Pro and Gavagai each topic will have a sentiment. The 

sentiment for the whole comment is not imported to Dapresy Pro 
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4 Dapresy Pro 
To connect a project in Dapresy Pro to one or several projects in Gavagai Explorer you have to create an 

External Data service job per Gavagai project. Each job will manage data for one Open ended comment 

variable and one language. 

 

4.1 Create an External data service job 

The External data service jobs are created in the “External data service page” which can be found in the 

ribbon menu as shown in the image below. If you don’t see the External data service page contact 

Dapresy Helpdesk to get access to the page. 

Here we see how to enter the External Data service page. 

 

The External data service page lists all your created jobs as shown below.  You can see the Last run time 

and Last result and potential number of failed batches.  

Here we see the External data service page. In this example two jobs have been created.  

 

To create a new job click “Create” in top of the page and the view for creating and managing the new 

job appears. 

Here we see the screen for creating an External data service job for Gavagai. 

http://www.dapresy.com/
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Follow the steps below to create a new job: 

 Enter the name of the new job 

 Set status to Active by ticking the check box to be able to run the job later on (only active jobs 

can be run) 

 Select Gavagai as the External data service provider 

 Enter the Username and Password of your Gavagai account  

 Enter the project ID in Gavagai which the current job shall be connected to (see further down 

how to find the project id in Gavagai Explorer) 

 Select the Open ended comment to be sent to Gavagai for evaluation 

 If you have multi languages in your data the job must be filtered by a language variable so only 

comments belonging to a specific language are sent to Gavagai, use the data filter to achieve 

that. 

 Select if comments that that didn’t get any Topic in the analysis will get a system generated 

Topic named “Missing” or not. See explanation further down. 

http://www.dapresy.com/
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Here we see how to find the project id in Gavagai Explorer. You find it in the URL when you are working 

in the project in Gavagai, in this example the project id is 12433. 

 

 

The option for generate missing topic will affect the results, like percentage shares, as when results are 

calculated in Dapresy Pro only respondents which have an answer (a topic) in a question are included in 

the base size in the calculation. If the “Generate missing topic” option is ticked all comments that do not 

generate any Topic will get a system generated topic named “Missing” which means that all respondents 

with a comment are included in the base when, for example, calculating percentage results. 

If the option is not ticked the respondents with a comment which did not generate any topic are not 

included in relevant base values. 

 

4.2 Run a job manually 

Once created a Gavagai job it can be run manually for one or multiple data batches in your Dapresy 

Project. To do that click the Run/Re-run button shown in the image below.  

Here we see how to enter the Run mode. 

 

In the Run mode you select which data batches you want to send to Gavagai for analysis. Select the 

desired data batches and clicks the Run button to start the process. You can run one or multiple data 

batches at the same time. 

Here we see the Run mode, select the batches to be run in the most left column and hit Run to start the 

process. 

http://www.dapresy.com/
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When starting the job the status is shown in the bottom of the screen as shown in the image below. The 

job is completed when the new data set with analyzed data has been imported and activated in Dapresy 

Pro, as successful message is shown when the process is completed. 

The time the process takes is dependent on the data volume sent to Gavagai but also on the size of the 

project in Dapresy Pro as the newly imported data batch is activated during the last step of process. The 

more data a project contains the longer time the data activation takes. 

Here we see an example of the status of a running process. 

¨ 

 

http://www.dapresy.com/
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Note; you can also always check the status of currently running jobs and previous run jobs in the Log tab 

as shown below. 

Here we see the Log tab which can be used to check the status and any potential error messages if the 

process fails.  

 

Note: if the process gets stuck in the step “Processing step 6 of 11: Polling Gavagai report generation 

status” for a long time Gavagai has failed in the report generation step, you can always enter the 

Gavagai platform to view the current status of the report generation in the “Download report area” (see 

image further down). If the generation gets stuck on 0% or 99% it will probably not be completed, then 

you have to “Delete” this report in Gavagai and the process will be canceled. 

Here we see the Download area in Gavagai. It shows the status of the current report generation, when 

the progress percentage is 100% the generation in Gavagai is completed and data will be imported to 

Dapresy Pro. If it gets stuck in 0% or 99% it is an issue in Gavagai and you will have to delete the report 

generation by clicking the Delete icon. 

http://www.dapresy.com/
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As described above the data that is coming back from Gavagai is imported as a new Stacked data set in 

Dapresy Pro. These data sets are displayed in the Activate data page in same way as all other data sets. 

Here we see an example of data batches in the Data activation page that have been imported via the 

Gavagai integration. In the image below the name of a data batches is “Swedish test – 51 – 598.csv”.  

“Swedish test” comes from the External data service job name and 598 is the id of the data batch sent to 

Gavagi. 51 is an internal id number used for tracking errors etc.  

 

 

4.3 Run a job via import scheduler 

The Gavagai jobs can be run automatically on data batches imported via the Import scheduler. If you 

have created Gavagai jobs, and these have been set to Active, these can be selected when creating an 

Import scheduler job. The selected jobs will be run automatically as the last step in the import process 

after the survey data has been imported and activated. 

Here we see the option for selecting the Gavagai jobs to be run automatically when importing data via 

the Import scheduler. 

http://www.dapresy.com/
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4.4 Data format 

As described above the data imported to Dapresy Pro is imported as stacked data as one comment, for 

one respondent, might generate multiple Topics and each topic gets a positive, skeptical or negative 

sentiment. 

Here we see an example of the data sent to Gavagai (left table) and the stacked data that imported to 

Dapresy Pro (right table). As shown the comments for some respondents, like id 1 and 3, generated 

multiple topics and due to that the stacked data format is needed as each topic has related sentiment 

data 

 

http://www.dapresy.com/
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When a job is run the first time the Topic and Sentiment variables becomes new variables in the Dapresy 

Pro project. The Topic variable is imported as a categorical variable and the three Sentiment variables 

are imported as Numeric variables. 

The default question code and question text of the Topic and Sentiment variable are based on the code 

of the open ended comment sent to Gavagai. If the question code of the open ended comment was 

“Q34” the following four new questions will appear in your project: 

 

The question texts of these new variables can then be updated in the “Question page” as always. 
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